
Basic Assessment 1 brief is released to teachers on the secure 
website 1st September. Revision for resits
Time for revision and improvement of skills and knowledge
Learners are allowed to re-sit tests if they think they can better 
their scores
Revisit topics that need extra Teachers to familiarise themselves 
with the brief and review learner knowledge.

Preparation for NEA1 assessment

NEA1 assessment takes place in class
Research, planning, experimenting, evaluation, drawing conclusions
Cereals –flours, bread and pasta
Bread making
Pasta making
Practice NEA 1Bioenergetics

Dishes
Bread, pasta, risotto, scones,  

Oakfield High School
Key Stage 4 

Science Level 1

Curriculum Map

10
YEAR

Ecosystems and the 

Environment - A/615/6289

Know the different 

methods of identifying 

species and measuring 

their 

distribution/frequency 

/abundance in a habitat

Be able to construct and 

interpret food 

chains/webs. Know the 

importance of 

biodiversity

Acids, Alkalis and pH 

- D/615/6284

Know about acids, 

alkalis and pH

Elements and 

Compounds -

L/615/6295

Recognise the 

structure of the atom

Be able to read the 

modern periodic table

Know types of 

chemical bonding

Understand particles

Fuels and Pollution -

K/615/6305

Recognise what 

fuel is

Understand what 

pollution is

Know about 

alternative energy 

sources

Transition to a 
College to continue 
to develop further 
skills,  knowledge 

and understanding

‘Learning today for our tomorrow’ 

The Human Body -
R/615/6329
Know that cells are the 
basic structural unit of all 
organisms
Know the structure and 
functions of systems in the 
human body

11
YEAR

Using Magnets and 

Electricity - A/615/6292

Know about magnets

Know about simple 

circuits

Understand how a plug 

is wired

Healthy Lifestyles -

T/615/6307

Know what contributes to a 

healthy lifestyle

Know the basic principles of 

weight control

Know about diseases

Know about illegal and 

legal substances

Human Reproductive 

Systems - J/615/6327

Understand how the male 

and female reproductive 

systems work

Understand the role 

genetics plays in the 

human body

Principles of Renewable Energy -

D/506/4386

Know the range of domestic 

renewable technologies which 

produce energy

Know the factors to consider 

before installing renewable 

energy technology for electricity

Exploring our 

Universe -

R/615/6301

Know about our 

solar system

Chemical Reactions -

T/615/6288

Be able to identify 

common gases

Know about 

chemical reactions

Be able to balance 

simple chemical 

equations

Energy Use -

H/615/6299

Know about different 

sources of energy

Know advantages of 

using renewable 

energy

Know about reducing 

energy use


